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Abstract—Security is one of the major issues now
days. As we are moving towards modern technologies,
risk on our confidential information also increases
rapidly. Today’s, all of us are very much dependent on
digital world. Communications, Entertainment, Data
Storage, Business and Banking all are part of our
daily life in digital world. To aim at all, there is a need
to upgrade or construct new security algorithms or
design such that it should be efficient to cope up with
latest modern technologies and parallel enough secure
against latest attack. Many researchers have done
their research in the same field and presents there
solutions that can give better results of the above
discussed problem. There are many type of security;
this paper strictly focused on confidentiality and
discussed all those solutions after doing deep
inspection on it.
Keywords - Computer Security, Steganography, MSA
Algorithm, Encryption Decryption Algorithm
I.

INTRODUCTION

Securing information in digital world is vital today.
There are many people who continuously try to steal
this information for their own benefits. There are many
different algorithms exist that provides the security in
efficient way. Security implies confidentiality, integrity
and authenticity. All together provides the complete
security. Confidentiality in digital word means ensuring
that the secret information will be read or understand
by authenticated persons only. If somehow, an
unauthorized person will gain the information then also
they will not be able to read it. Integrity ensure that
receiver receive the same copy that sender send, no one
during transmission change the content, if someone
succeed to do that then it must be identified at receiver
end. Authentication ensures that communication or
transfer of file must be done between authorized person
and no one deny after transmission or receiving the file.
This paper purely bound itself on confidentiality.
Confidentiality can be achieved by two ways: either by
using any encryption/ decryption algorithm or by using
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any steganography algorithm. Sometimes both the
algorithm gets fused to get better results. Encryption is
an art of shuffling the arrangement of characters or
replacement of characters of secret information such
that no one can understand its real meaning. This
shuffling is done by using key, so that in can be arrange
again by the person authorized to do that. The shuffle
data is also called cipher data. AES and DES are some
standard encryption algorithms approved by
government of many countries.
DES algorithm first published in 1975 and AES
algorithm published in 1998 but today we work on
micro devices where these algorithms are not as
feasible as it should be.
On the other end, Steganography is different type of
algorithm
used
to
ensure
confidentiality.
Steganography hides the information behind any media
file (Text, Image or Audio/Video)in such a way that no
one can guess the presence of hidden secrecy. LSB
(Least Significant Bit) method is the most popular
steganography method. In this, information is first
converted into binary format and then each bit of secret
information is replaced with the least significant bit of
media file that use as a cover file.
II.

LITERATURE SURVEY

In
order
to
improve
the
security,
encryption/decryption algorithm combined with
steganography algorithm. There are already many
algorithms exist that proves themselves as a standard.
But today‟s almost all those algorithms seems in
efficient according to the needs that is required now
days. Many researchers have done their research in this
direction and proposed theirown models that fulfil this
gap. This paper discusses many such algorithms that
work on text steganography and presented their
comparative analysis to understand them deeply and to
find the better one.
In 2012 [3], a novel approach was designed on text
steganography, where the researchers have presented a
complete new approach towards hiding text behind any
text file. In this research, researchers first encrypt the
secret information by using their proposed (called
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MGVCM) encryption algorithm and then hide the
cipher behind any text cover file. The concept used to
hide the text behind any text is based on ASCII values
of characters. In English ASCII value of space is 32
and a character called invisible character look like a
space having ASCII value 160. So there are two
different characters which look similar but having
different ASCII value. Therefore to hide secret
information, it is first converted into binary format and
then hides each bit behind text spaces of cover file by
using following rule.
Rule: if secret information bit is 0 then blank spaces
remain same and if secret information bit is 1 then
replace the blank space by character having ASCII
value 160.
By doing this, cover file look same as it looks
previous and cannot be easily detect by necked eyes.
The major problem identified by this paper in the
above algorithm is the size of cover file. Generally, a
character is represented by 8 bits, so to hide a single
character there is a need of 8 blank spaces therefore to
hide a sentences or a paragraph having α characters,
need a cover file must have blank spaces equal to 8* α.
This makes the cover file size very large, hence time
required to transmit this file is high which seems like a
huge drawback of this research.
Next, in 2013 [2], a new concept was introduced
which is based LSB method discussed in SECTION I.
This research proposed a method in which the secret
information is first converted into hexa-decimal format.
Here, cover file should be any MS word file, where text
can be written in black colour generally.It is predecided that which hexadecimal character will get
which colour code. (All the colour codes are different
shades of black which cannot be detecting by necked
eyes). Now, every hexadecimal character of secret
information hides behind cover text file by doing recolouring of cover file characters according to
hexadecimal codes. For example if we have character
„e‟ in cover file and we have to hide hexadecimal „8‟
behind it and the colour code decided for „8‟ is (0,2,2)
(i.e. RGB values), then character „e‟ will be coloured
by (0,2,2).
Here, the size of cover file is low, but it seems like
its distortion in cover file should be high as compared
to standard LSB method. (Parameter analysis of theses
algorithms is discussed in SECTION III).
Latest, in 2004 [1] Researchers have proposed there
new algorithm which is again a fusion of encryption/
decryption and steganography algorithm. Here, secret
information if first encrypted using DES encryption
algorithm and then hides behind a text cover file. The
hiding process takes a text cover file which is actually a
linear array of English characters and digits. Next it
counts the frequency of characters in cipher text with
its respective positions. Next retrieve the position of
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encrypted character in cipher text and compare it with
the character in cover file and calculate the position of
that character in cover file. Treating the position as
ASCII value and the character represent by this ASCII
value replaced the encrypted character.
Next this algorithm also generates the puzzle,
which is divided into two sections. First section holds
the cipher character and second section hold the
position of character. Also in second section, the
position is represented by using some arithmetic
operations.
The problem identified with this paper is in its
steganography process, which completely change the
shape of cover file, which means huge distortion and
easy to guess the presence of secrecy. Also the concept
of embedding puzzle seems negative as it increases
cover file size and make nothing difficult for intruder to
decrypt the cipher.
This section just discusses the latest research done
on text steganography and the problem identified at
first glance. In the next section, paper discusses the
comparative analysis of the implementation results of
all this researches.
III

IMPLEMENTATION ANALYSIS

This section gives a comparative analysis of all the
algorithms discusses in SECTION II to deeply
investigate the efficiency and security of existing
algorithms.
To judge all the algorithms equally, all the
algorithms were implemented and tested on single
system so that all the conditions for all the algorithms
are same. The presented results are performed on a
system having following configuration:
Intel Core I5, 2.40 Ghz Processor, 4 GB of RAM
and 64 Bit, Window 7 Home BasicOperating System.
A.

Analysis of encryption/decryption algorithm:
There are many encryption/ decryption algorithm
exist but not all are the best in all respective. To know
the best algorithm it should be tested under some
parameters. To test the performance of any encryption/
decryption algorithm execution time efficiency and
security (which can be calculated using avalanche
effect) analysis is must.
 Analysis of execution time:
Execution time is the total time required to convert
the secret information into cipher text. Table 1 shows
the execution time of encryption algorithm RJDA [3]
&DES [1].
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TABLE 1
EXECUTION TIME ANALYSIS OF RJDA [3] & DES [1]

30
25

File Size
( in KB)

Execution Time
(in Seconds)

20

DES [1]

15

RJDA

9.364

0.084

10

DES

5 KB

17.241

0.274

10 KB

25.364

RJDA [3]
1 KB

5
0
1 KB

0.721

5 KB

10 KB

Fig 1: Execution Time Analysis of RJDA [3] & DES
[1]
Now, from Table 1 it is clear that the encryption
algorithm use in RJDA [3], is not time efficient as
compared to DES algorithm. It means for a large file, it
takes a huge time to encrypt hence cannot be use for
large files. Also, it cannot be used in real time
communication because of its in efficiency in timing.
Ad-Hoc or micro devices always preferred light
weighted algorithms which are fast and efficient hence
RJDA is also least preferable in these.
For better understanding of Table 1, in terms of
how these algorithm progress when file size increase,
Graph is plotted. Graph of Table 1 is shown in Fig 1.

TABLE 2
AVALANCHE EFFECT OF RJDA [3] & DES [1]
Key

Analysis of Steganography algorithm:
Here, this paper analysis the text steganography
algorithms proposed in paper [1], paper [2] and paper
[3]. Again to evaluate the performance of
steganography two parameters are used. First PSNR
value and second is size of cover file.
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DES [1]

48.62%

49.41%

Key-1
Key-2

 Analysis of Avalanche effect:
Analysis of execution time to calculate the
performance of encryption/decryption algorithm is not
enough. It is must to do an analysis on its security. For
security analysis, avalanche effect is calculated which
state that if the internal structure of encryption
algorithm is enough robust than it should generate 50%
bit difference in cipher while changing a single bit in
key for the same text. This is an idle condition, an
algorithm close enough to this condition is consider
more secure.
Avalanche effect of RJDA [3] & DES [1] is shown
in Table 2 and its graphical representation shown in Fig
2.
Now, from the above table it is clear that both the
algorithms are closed to avalanche effect and equally
secure. Hence both the algorithms can be used in a
noisy channel.
B.

RJDA [3]

49.60%
49.40%
49.20%
49.00%
48.80%
48.60%
48.40%
48.20%
RJDA [3]

DES [1]

Fig 2 Avalanche Effects of RJDA [3] & DES [1]


Analysis of cover file:
It is important to keep the size of cover file low,
because if the size of cover file is large then the time
required transmit or space required to store it must be
more.
Cover file required to hide the information in RJDA
is much more than the other as it needs eight spaces to
hide each character which make the cover file size very
high. On the other end paper [2] require less cover file
as compared to standard LSB method or RJDA
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algorithm. As it requires cover file should have atleast
four times more character than the secret information
character. Where as the file size of cover file in paper
[1] is constant. So on the basis of cover file size it can
be concluded that algorithm proposed in paper [1] is
best.
Analysis of PSNR value:
PSNR value is peak signal to noice ratio which is
used to calculate the distortion in cover file after
embedding the secret information. It is simply
nderstood that more distortion in cover file make easy
to intruder to guess the presence of secrecy.
Higher the PSNR value means lower the distortion.
PSNR value of all the three papers and standard LSB
algorithm are shown in TABLE 3 and Graph 3 shows
its graphical representation.
TABLE 3:
PSNR VALUE COMPARISON OF PAPER [1], PAPER [2],
PAPER [3] AND STANDARD LSB
Paper
Paper Standard
Paper[2]
[1]
[3]
LSB
PSNR
Value 9.25% 62.46%

19.13%

set the standard algorithm as a base and then improves
some result without affecting the others.
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